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AGI SELECTED TO DESIGN
AND OPERATE NEW SPACE
DATA CENTER
The satellite industry has long been concerned
about the risks of on-orbit collisions, which
can destroy multimillion-dollar satellites in an
instant. Radio frequency interference (RFI),
which interrupts satellite communications, has
also become a growing problem that hinders
daily operations and business growth for many
commercial operators. To combat these issues,
the Space Data Association Ltd. (SDA) was
formed in November 2009 with the express
purpose of creating the Space Data Center
(SDC), the industry’s first global operator-led
network for sharing high-accuracy operational
data. The SDA has selected AGI to develop and
operate its SDC.
Built on AGI’s commercial software, the
SDC will provide SDA members networked
access to operational capabilities through
a service-oriented architecture (SOA). The
SDC will automatically ingest and process
operator-supplied data, perform conjunction
assessments and generate automated warning
alerts. It will also support avoidance maneuver
planning, RFI mitigation and data sharing.
The SDC performs a much-needed service
that will help satellite operators navigate
and perform efficiently amid increasing
clutter in space. Currently 21,000 pieces
of debris larger than a softball and a half
million objects larger than a marble orbit

the Earth at speeds as high as 17,000
miles per hour. Given that, it’s no wonder
that the 3,000-some payloads (sensors,
transponders and other equipment used by
the communications industry, the military,
scientists and others) being tracked by the
US Space Surveillance Network run the risk
of coming within three miles of another
manmade object 16,000 times a week. And
with about 100 new satellites launched
every year, communication pathways are
becoming increasingly congested, frequently
causing unintentional jamming.
AGI was selected to design and operate
the SDC based on its 20-year history of
delivering software products and solutions
for satellite operations, orbit determination,
orbit analytics and conjunction assessment.
For the past two years AGI’s research arm,
the Center for Space Standards & Innovation
(CSSI), has operated SOCRATES-GEO/
LEO, a prototype service similar to the SDC
that delivers conjunction assessments of
more than 250 satellites to participating
commercial satellite operators.
“AGI is excited to be a part of this landmark
effort,” says AGI CEO Paul Graziani. “Space
grows more crowded by the day, and the
community has long needed to share
high-accuracy, critical operational data so it
can make better-informed decisions about
its spacecraft. As the SDA grows and fosters
tighter cooperation among commercial
operators and government entities, it will
make space safer for everyone.”

For a full listing of AGI’s business, international
and educational partners, visit agi.com/partners.
To subscribe to InView or read past issues,
visit agi.com/inview.
Comments or suggestions are welcomed
at editor@agi.com.
Don’t wait for your InView to arrive in the mail to
get all the latest AGI news; become a fan of AGI
on Facebook (facebook.com/AnalyticalGraphics),
follow us on Twitter (twitter.com/AGItweets)
and connect with us on LinkedIn (linkedin.com/
companies/7853).

The Space Data Center will screen satellites in geostationary orbit for collisions,
near misses and communications interference using operator-supplied data. The above graphic shows satellite orbits
propagated by operator data (green), those using public data (orange) and space debris (red).
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Accelerating Delivery of Mission planning tool for
canadian forces operations

SPACE CAPSULES

General Dynamics Canada and Defence R&D Canada use STK Engine
to reduce project budget and shorten schedule
Contract delays can be commonplace in the industry. When Defence R&D Canada (DRDC),
working with General Dynamics Canada, lost six months from a 10-month schedule to develop
the Mission Planning Tool (MPT) for Canadian Forces Operations, it turned to AGI’s STK Engine
to accelerate pace and reduce expenditures. Not only was the MPT delivered on time and under
budget, but it possessed capabilities far beyond what was originally envisioned. As a result, the
MPT scope has been expanded and a next phase funded, with STK as the enabling software.
MPT objectives include detailed planning and options analysis for maritime missions, guiding
mission execution in theater, post-deployment debriefings and related tactics and training. The
MPT is based on a Common Operational Picture (COP) service-oriented architecture (SOA) with
common data sharing for command and control (C2) and access to other network resources, such
as environmental and geographic data. Requirements include integration with COP tools and
data, and capabilities such as high-performance GIS and 4D visualization (3D + time) to execute
custom models for scenarios that simulate and track multiple platforms.

“Incorporating STK into the
project mitigated a huge
schedule risk. We achieved a
very positive project outcome
on time and under budget.”

DRDC and GD Canada used the STK Engine
to develop custom workflows and a taskbased user interface (UI), and to integrate
the MPT with the COP-SOA. The integration
saves and exports STK data through the
SOA, and imports external data for areas,
targets and routes. The tasked-based UI
allows easy selection and ingestion of
geospatial information and accommodates
line-of-site access with lighting and illumination. The solution includes a flexible workflow
interface and support tools for custom modeling of vessel detection and/or avoidance. A scenario
typically involves mission setup, operating area setup, route planning and mission execution.
AGI’s support package, which bundles training and on-site engineering, led to rapid project
execution. Six developers from the project team trained at AGI’s headquarters. With additional
support from AGI developers on-site in Canada, the team had a working prototype in less than
60 days. “That’s exceeding expectations for this type of project,” said Mike Gingell, principal
engineer, General Dynamics Canada. “We delivered the MPT capability on time and under
budget, with far more capability than originally envisioned. DRDC was so impressed with
results that the scope of MPT was expanded with additional funding.”

Using AGI’s STK Engine, the
MPT’s Initial Operating Capability (IOC)
was completed under budget and in 40%
of allotted time, leading to expanded
project scope and funding.

Major Eric Stallmer has been promoted
to vice president, government relations,
continuing to establish and expand AGI
efforts within the federal government.
Based in Washington, D.C., Stallmer
focuses on legislative awareness of AGI
and commercial off-the-shelf software,
DoD appropriation and acquisition
and intel-initiative support. He will
concentrate on AGI Political Action
Committee (PAC) development,
coalition building and trade
association collaboration.
Marking the 40th anniversary of the
historic Apollo 13 space flight, AGI
engineers and noted space author
Andrew Chaikin teamed up to create
an animation explaining how they
used STK software to analyze data
from Apollo 13. In doing so, they came
up with information that challenged
conventional wisdom. Learn more
and view the full narrated animation
at agi.com/currentevents.
An Export Achievement Award
was presented to AGI in March by
Deputy U.S. Trade Representative
Demetrios Marantis. The award is a
U.S. Department of Commerce honor
recognizing small- and medium-sized
enterprises that have successfully
entered the international marketplace.
For several years, AGI has used the U.S.
Department of Commerce’s worldwide
network to assess foreign-market
potential for its software. Learn about
AGI’s international presence and reseller
program at agi.com/international.
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Busting Myths with

the New AGI.COM!
AGI recently celebrated its 21st birthday (yes, we’re finally legal), and over that time period
we’ve done our best to communicate what we do, a pretty tall order when you are talking
about such a broad range of applications for land, sea, air and space. As our product line
and capability areas have grown, so have the misconceptions. We are happy to report that
getting information about AGI software just became much easier with the launch of our
new Web site. With a single click, you can find detailed information about AGI’s products,
how they are being used and by whom. We’ve worked to answer some of the questions
you have been asking us, such as …

Who Is AGI?
Our home page has a new video that quickly walks you through who we are, what we do and what you
should expect from us. From the home page, you can easily navigate to your area of interest to find all of
the information you need in one place.
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Isn’t your software only for space missions?
Originally, yes, but more than 20 years later, those same fundamental
capabilities for intervisibility and spatial and temporal analysis reach
far beyond the just the space industry and are used for C4ISR, missile
defense, electronic systems and aircraft/UAV missions, too.

Isn’t your software only useful for concept
development and visualization?
Not at all! Some of our most compelling success stories come from
those of you applying our software to detailed engineering design,
software development and operational decision making. To better
describe the value of our software across an entire program life cycle,
we have collated the examples in a “concept to operations” section
on all of the capability area pages that includes case studies, white
papers and presentations.

Don’t you only make desktop applications?
Actually, AGI’s fastest growing products are our software development
kits (SDKs) and associated runtime licenses! Many of our customers and
business partners use our SDKs to enhance their existing systems and
products, develop completely new applications or replace segments of
their software with capability that AGI maintains. To make it easy to decide
between our STK Engine and our AGI Components SDKs, we developed
a page that clearly defines the benefits and differences between them.
NOTE: By the way, our SDKs are free, and you can download them right
from the AGI Developer Network (adn.agi.com). The STK Engine SDK is
included with all editions of STK – including the free STK Basic Edition –
and the entire AGI Components SDK is freely available.

Where can I find developments kits, example source
code and user discussions?
You can find it on the AGI Developer Network (ADN). The ADN (adn.agi.com)
includes a wealth of valuable information for new and seasoned users. You
can download AGI installs, maintenance releases, example utilities and code
snippets. You also can read the blogs and discussion forums from AGI’s
engineering teams and AGI’s users.
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STK 9.2 EXTENDING DATA
ACCESS AND INTEROPERABILITY
STK version 9.2 makes AGI software capabilities even more accessible, usable and functional via:
• greater interoperability with data formats such as KML and Collada
• a data management system for storing AGI data and collaborating with colleagues
• an interface to network modeling and simulation software QualNet

The AGI Data Federate (ADF) is a system for storing, sharing and managing AGI

Incorporate static and time-based KML data into dynamic analysis of

data, helping to increase accuracy and consistency across an organization, and encouraging
collaboration.

space, defense and intelligence missions.

AGI Data Federate: Data Management and
Collaboration for STK

Lastly, ADF helps share STK results with non-STK users. Others can
discover and leverage valuable STK results on their own using AGI’s
free Viewer application or through an ADF Web interface. Additionally
the ADF application programming interface (API) can be used to
develop native access from other custom and commercial tools
including Excel, Google Earth, MATLAB, ArcGIS, etc.

The AGI Data Federate (ADF) makes it easy to reuse and share
STK objects and results. Standalone or integrated with enterprise
solutions such as SharePoint or Teamcenter, ADF provides unique
STK-specific data management tools including native access
from AGI’s desktop applications and preservation of parent-child
relationships among STK objects.
ADF helps prevent lost or duplicate STK work. A user can quickly find
their previous work using search tags and metadata. That work can
also be discovered and retrieved by other STK users, letting the entire
engineering organization benefit from the efforts of individuals. This
helps to eliminate analysis silos and reduce reinvention.
ADF also helps increase accuracy and consistency. Data pedigree can
be quickly established and ascertained using built-in version control
and traceability that records who publishes and edits data, and why.
For example, a communications system engineer may publish the
official model of the company’s ABC digital radio product, allowing
a mission engineer to incorporate it into their STK analysis with
confidence that the communications segment is modeled accurately.
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Expanded Data Interoperability: KML and Collada
AGI continues to add greater interoperability with various standard
data formats. In STK 9.2, we added KML to the growing list of
standards supported right out of the box. Users can visually
incorporate static and time-based KML data into their dynamic
analysis of space, defense and intelligence missions.
For those who frequently use, create or modify 3D models, STK now
natively reads COLLADA, an open standard XML-based file format
supported by many free and commercially available 3D modeling
packages. Google SketchUp is one example that is very easy to use,
letting any STK user create or edit a 3D model themselves. Ultimately,
STK’s native COLLADA support offers you flexibility in the choice of 3D
modeling packages and reduces the need for format conversions.

agi Products

The QualNet Interface for STK/Communications

combines network
performance evaluation from QualNet with the platform mobility models, wireless link
calculations and mission visualization environment of STK.

The Standard Object Catalog is a beta site for importing STK models.

QualNet Interface for STK/Communications

data, ISR sensors and other non-communication assets, providing
mission-centric analysis for network-centric C4ISR, cyber warfare and
airborne or space-based networking.

STK 9.2 includes an interface to Scalable Network Technologies’
(SNT’s) QualNet to support communication network modeling.
The QualNet Interface for STK/Communications combines network
performance evaluation from QualNet with the platform mobility
models, wireless link calculations and mission visualization
environment of STK, making it easier to:

AGI is currently exploring similar technology integration with
EXata, SNT’s new solution for real-time emulation of networks for
software, hardware and Internet-in-the-loop evaluations. For more
information on using AGI modeling and analysis technology with
EXata, please contact AGI.

• establish a realistic mission scenario

Standard Object Catalog

• improve the fidelity of physical layer calculations

AGI’s Standard Object Catalog (SOC), available at SOC.agi.com, is a
beta site for importing STK models that have all of the characteristics
and attributes of the actual systems already defined. For example,
if you need an imagery satellite that possesses the correct orbit and
sensor payloads, the SOC provides these models out of the box.

• illustrate how network performance impacts the mission.
QualNet’s basic mobility models are replaced with STK-designed
routes that are true to the physics and performance that govern
the motion of aircraft, missiles, satellites and other platforms.
QualNet’s wireless link computations between the transmit antenna
input and receiving antenna output use high-fidelity predictions
from STK that include advanced atmospheric models and antenna
obstructions from the vehicle body. The combined simulation also
leverages STK’s full motion 3D visualization capabilities of geospatial

Learn more about all of STK 9.2’s exciting new features at agi.com/
whatsnew.
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The Next Frontier:

Cyberspace
“Just like our national dependence, there is simply no exaggerating our military dependence
on our information networks: the command and control of our forces, the intelligence and
logistics on which they depend, the weapons technologies we develop and field – they all
depend on our computer systems and networks. Indeed, our 21st century military simply
cannot function without them.” – Deputy Defense Secretary William J. Lynn III, June 24, 2009
The cyber warfare alarm has been sounded. Recent intrusions into
sensitive computer networks have demonstrated the reality of the
threat and a short survey of the U.S. military’s reliance on computer
networks illuminates their duality as an advantage and vulnerability.
In response, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has been rapidly
standing up cyber capabilities to address the growing rate of
malicious cyber activity. In June of 2009, Defense Secretary Robert
Gates established the U.S. Cyber Command (CYBERCOM) to unify the
administration and protection of vital DoD computer networks. Since
then, all four armed services have created single units for cyber
operations under the CYBERCOM umbrella.
As the DoD and industry partner to address the threat, AGI software
stands ready to supply unique capabilities to enhance network
simulation and assess the mission impacts of cyber events.

Enhanced Network Simulation and Emulation
The growing emphasis on network-centric operations on the
battlefield has opened up more opportunities to gain physical access
to the network via wireless links. Therefore, accurately modeling the
operational details of these links is critical. This includes modeling
the details of the communications architecture (e.g. where an
antenna is mounted on an aircraft, or how that aircraft really moves
in position and orientation) and the environment (e.g. urban terrain).
AGI software models this level of fidelity to allow analysts to answer
important questions such as:
• Where are the wireless access vulnerabilities?
• How do I defend them to prevent access to logical layers?
• How do I exploit them to gain logical access to a network?

Full Network Modeling Integration
AGI’s wireless modeling capabilities can be used in a standalone
fashion or in conjunction with network emulation and simulation tools.
Through a partnership with Scalable Network Technologies (SNT),
AGI has made its technology interoperable with QualNet and EXata.
This integration makes it easier to establish a realistic mission
scenario and improve the fidelity of physical layer calculations in
software virtual networks used to study cyber events and realistically
train cyber operators.

Mission Assurance
In net-centric operations, the network is an enabler. It carries
the information necessary for the combatants to act quickly
and decisively, creating a significant warfare advantage. With
missions more and more reliant upon this lifeblood of information,
disruptions or impairments can adversely affect a mission’s
outcome. Because AGI software models the mission, it is possible
to examine effects including:
• Which mission assets are affected by a cyber attack?
• How does this affect the overall mission objectives?
• What strategies are available to mitigate the impact?
For example, a cyber attack on the Global Information Grid (GIG)
could result in degraded navigation position accuracy for warfighters
in Afghanistan. Every GPS satellite has an on-board clock that
although precise, drifts a small amount every day. Left uncorrected
these small timing errors will cause significant navigation errors for
every GPS device on Earth. A denial of service attack could prevent or
delay corrections from reaching some or all of the satellites. Knowing
how and when this impacts the warfighter can make the difference
between lives saved and lives lost.

agi Products

A cyber event on the Global Information Grid could degrade
GPS navigation accuracy for warfighters. AGI software identifies vulnerabilities,
assesses potential impacts and aids the development of operational steps to
assure mission success during a cyber event.

With AGI software it is possible to study various network impairment
scenarios and assess how mission performance in areas like
Afghanistan degrades over time to answer questions such as:
• How long can the network be down before troops are affected?
• How should field commanders adjust mission plans?
• Can space networks be used as a backup? Which ones?
As cyberspace operations become a dominant new frontier, AGI
software stands ready to meet its challenges. Learn more at agi.com.

Author Bio:
Victor Alvarez joined AGI in 2005 and currently serves as strategic
product manager. In this role he is responsible for evaluating new
product concepts and managing AGI’s product line roadmap.
Cyber attack prevents navigation signal updates to GPS
satellites, resulting in degraded positional accuracy to warfighters.
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ASI Integrates STK into
Spacecraft Avionics
AGI welcomes Advanced Solutions, Inc. (ASI) to its business
partner program. ASI is an aerospace engineering company
specializing in Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C)
systems, flight software (FSW), spacecraft assembly/
integration/test (AI&T), spacecraft mission operations,
spacecraft command/telemetry systems, aerospace ground
data systems and dynamic space simulation. AGI and
ASI are jointly developing products to support the entire
spacecraft life cycle.
ASI is integrating AGI’s STK technology into its On-board
Dynamic Simulation System (ODySSy™) for rapid
spacecraft development, assembly, test and integration
as well as highly autonomous on-board operations. During
all phases of development, STK/ODySSy executes actual
mission sequences on the spacecraft without any external
support equipment or simulators. It can be used on-orbit
for autonomous mission planning and prediction and
optimized on-board maneuver planning. STK/ODySSy
will use STK’s high-fidelity propagation and intervisibility
analysis capabilities to help assess predicted spacecraft
performance for a potential mission event. For example,
STK/ODySSy can autonomously assess if a ground object
of interest is upcoming and if the spacecraft can image
or communicate with that object in a way that is safe and
consistent across all spacecraft subsystems.

STK/ODySSy can be used on-orbit for autonomous mission planning
and prediction and optimized on-board maneuver planning.

ASI is also creating STK/SOLIS, a user interface plug-in
to STK that will provide integrated dynamic end-to-end
spacecraft simulation. STK/SOLIS provides a full spacecraft
simulation within STK and is powered by an integrated
desktop version of STK/ODySSy. It also contains sensor,
actuator, propulsion, power and payload modeling that
can be configured in an easy-to-use graphical interface.
STK/ODySSy also contains sensor, actuator, propulsion,
power and payload modeling which are configured in an
easy-to-use graphical user interface. Spacecraft templates
can be preconfigured in STK/SOLIS for rapid configuration
and analysis of spacecraft requirements when a mission
need arises. After an accelerated design and analysis cycle
using STK/SOLIS, the resulting flight software configuration,
including STK/ODySSy, can be targeted for the spacecraft
flight avionics at the touch of a button.
The STK/SOLIS and STK/ODySSy products provide a
unified and validated toolset for mission, spacecraft and
operations teams to use from mission design through
operations. Both products will be available in fall 2010.
Learn more about AGI’s business partners and their
complementary products at agi.com/bp.
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STK/SOLIS is a new STK module that will provide integrated dynamic end-to-end
spacecraft simulation.

agi Education

Space Foundation
Discovery Institute
Gains a Space Mission
Simulator Lab
The Space Foundation Discovery Institute has
a new space education lab: the AGI Space
Missions Simulator. The lab will simulate
launch, flight and landing of a variety of space
missions using more than $3 million worth
of software and new computer hardware
donated by AGI. The lab will run AGI’s STK,
Orbit Determination Tool Kit (ODTK) and STK/
Astrogator software. Students and teachers
can learn about and design satellite orbits,
track their satellites and, eventually, help plan
a simulated return mission from Mars. The lab
will also serve as the mission control center
for future labs and mission scenarios that
will take place in adjacent labs at the Space
Foundation Discovery Institute.

the base location for the Space Foundation’s
education programs. In addition to the
AGI Space Missions Simulator, a simulated
Martian Terrain Lab and Science on a Sphere
facility are planned for the Institute.

The Space Foundation Discovery Institute
opened last summer on the campus of
the Jack Swigert Aerospace Academy in
Colorado Springs, CO. It provides space- and
aerospace-themed professional development,
training and support for teachers and
students from around the world and serves as

“This generous donation from AGI has
transformed a dream into a reality,” said Iain
Probert, Space Foundation vice president
of Education. “Teachers and students can
now experience firsthand the technological
problem-solving involved in space travel.
This learning has applications in all aspects

Croatian Students Earn Accolades Using STK
Ante Barišic and Andrea Crnkovic, students at AGI Educational Alliance Partner (EAP) University
of Zagreb in Croatia, received University Rector Awards from their school’s faculty for “Optimal
Satellite Orbit for Satellite Supported Services on the Territory of the Republic of Croatia.” This
study elaborates the problems of modeling optimal satellite orbits considering the territory
of Republic of Croatia. Barišic and Crnkovic used STK to model orbit parameters of CROMETEO,
a meteorological satellite service; CROFIRE, a fire protection satellite service; and CROBIO,
a bio-vegetation satellite service. Read the full study at agi.com/edu.

of our modern world and helps prepare
a new generation for the demands of our
future existence.”
“AGI is honored to be part of this exciting
new opportunity to educate the next
generation of space enthusiasts,” said AGI
CEO Paul Graziani. “We applaud the Space
Foundation for the important work it has
done over the years, and look forward to
the success of the new space education lab.”
Learn more at spacefoundation.org.

Support the Federation
of Galaxy Explorers
The Federation of Galaxy Explorers
(FOGE)—a nonprofit educational
organization that educates and inspires
America’s youth in space-related science
and engineering—invites you to attend its
Galaxy Ball 2010 on June 5 at the Arlington
Westin Gateway Hotel. This annual event
recognizing industry leaders, member
achievements and volunteers features a
cocktail reception, silent auction, awards
dinner and dancing. Learn how to get tickets
to this worthy fundraiser at foge.org.

Andrea Crnkovic and Ante Barisic earned an award from the University of Zagreb, Croatia, for
a study of optimal satellite orbits using STK.
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